
CALL FOR PAPERS: ACCUTE CONFERENCE 2023

Congress 2023 – York University – Toronto/Tkaranto – 27-30 May 2023

The 2023 Conference CFP for the Association of Canadian College and University Teachers of

English (ACCUTE) is now OPEN. We are pleased to collaborate with your association on the

following panels. Please use the Online Submission Form on the ACCUTE website to submit your

proposal. DEADLINE: 15 NOVEMBER 2022

MAKING EXCEPTIONS, TAKING REFUGE

Co-Sponsored by the Association of Canadian College and University Teachers of English

(ACCUTE) and the Canadian Association for American Studies (CAAS)

Organizers: Jennifer Andrews, Dalhousie University; jn432876@dal.ca; Linda Morra, Bishop’s

University, lmorra@ubishops.ca

American constructions of Canada as a place of refuge are not new, nor are Canada’s efforts to

articulate its uniqueness and superiority compared to the US. There is a long tradition of

Americans and Canadians positioning Canada as better than its American neighbour. At the

same time, Canada has increasingly engaged in “performance[s] of civility” (Coleman 29), that

is, popular discursive formations about its superiority. This approach has led, paradoxically, to

the use of states of exception to ensure the suspension of legal rights and processes in the case

of those who are perceived to be a threat and conversely, the encouragement of a strategic

acknowledgement of certain traumatic histories. These histories typically are framed by an

“elegiac discourse” that confirms the necessity of such losses for the sake of “progress,”

including the assumption that “Natives” and Acadians were “‘vanishing race[s]’” (9). This panel

invites contributors to explore texts on one or both sides of the border across time periods to

investigate American and Canadian ideas of exceptionalism and the questions and challenges

that these ideologies raise, along with Canada’s efforts to represent itself as a kinder, gentler

nation to the world.

Works Cited: Coleman, Daniel. White Civility: The Literary Project of English Canada. U. of Toronto P., 2006.
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DEADLINE: 15 NOVEMBER 2022. Please submit using ACCUTE’s Online Submission Form.

HOLLYWOOD’S IMPACT ON U.S. CULTURAL POLITICS

Co-Sponsored by the Association of Canadian College and University Teachers of English

(ACCUTE) and the Canadian Association for American Studies (CAAS)

Organizers: Natasha Farrell, Memorial University, f39nf@mun.ca; Adam Beardsworth, Memorial

University, abeardsworth@grenfell.mun.ca

Since the early twentieth century, Hollywood has influenced American identity, politics, and

culture. From Cold War propaganda films to Reagan’s “shining city on a hill” narratives,

Hollywood has been used as a vehicle for the advancement of numerous agendas. In the era of

#METOO, #BlackLivesMatter, Supreme Court activism, and the Trump Presidency, the

relationship between mainstream film and US culture has become increasingly politicized. The

rise of influencer culture and the ubiquitous reach of the film industry through streaming

services positions the entertainment industry at the heart of an incendiary culture war.

We seek new perspectives on Hollywood’s impact on US cultural politics. We also encourage

proposals that consider how Hollywood’s political concerns shape social and political change

(for better or worse). Possible topics include but are not limited to:

● Hollywood and Gender

● Hollywood and Race

● Film and/as political ideology

● Hollywood and nostalgia

● Climate change in Film

● Hollywood and the Alt Right

● Hollywood’s imaginary Left

● Reality TV and real politics

● Black filmmakers / actors and

resistance

● The persistence of jingoism in

Hollywood film

● Celebrity-driven social media

campaigns

● Film, celebrities, and electoral

politics
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DEADLINE: 15 NOVEMBER 2022. Please submit using ACCUTE’s Online Submission Form.

AMERICAN LITERARY MILLENARIANISM
Co-Sponsored by the Association of Canadian College and University Teachers of English

(ACCUTE) and the Canadian Association for American Studies (CAAS)

Organizers: Michael Cameron, Dalhousie University, cameron.m@dal.ca; Jenna Hunnef,

University of Saskatchewan, jenna.hunnef@usask.ca

This panel seeks proposals related to representations of millenarianism in American literature

and popular culture. Whereas the related word “millennialism” has a distinctly Christian

connotation, denoting the thousand-year peace that is to precede the Final Judgment of the

apocalypse, “millenarianism” refers to the broader and not-necessarily religious expectation of

a transformative renewal and revitalization of society. Millenarian hope can thus be employed

by the disenfranchised, as in the Native American “Ghost Dance” movement, or co-opted for

reactionary populism, such as is expressed in Donald Trump’s infamous slogan “Make America

Great Again.” The colonial project of America seems especially conducive to millenarianism, and

thus we would expect to find the theme taken up in its culture production. To this end we ask –

How are millenarian themes represented in American literature and popular culture, and what

do such representations reveal about America’s past, its present, and its future?

Relevant topics might include (but are not limited to):

● Apocalyptic and post-apocalyptic

literature

● Utopianism and heterotopia

● Environmentalism and ecological

renewal

● Afrofuturism and Africanfuturism

● Millenarianism in slave narratives

● Indigenous futurisms

● Queering utopia

● Evangelical, Mormon, or other

religious messianisms

● Pastoralism and transcendentalism

● UFOs and other conspiracy theories

● Salvation in American “spirituals”

and related musical genres
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